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Abstract—Driving the numerous elements of 2D matrix

Q1

6
arrays for 3D ultrasound imaging is very challenging in7
terms of cable size, wiring and data rate. The sparse ar-8
ray approach tackles this problem by optimally distributing9
a reduced number of elements over a 2D aperture while10
preserving a decent image quality and beam steering ca-11
pabilities. Unfortunately, reducing the number of elements12
significantly reduces the active probe footprint reducing as13
a consequence the sensitivity and at the end the signal-14
to-noise ratio. Here we propose a new coded excitation15
scheme based on complete complementary codes to in-16
crease the signal-to-noise ratio in 3D ultrasound imaging17
with sparse arrays. These codes are known for their ideal18
auto-correlation and cross-correlation properties and have19
been widely used in Code-Division Multiple Access sys-20
tems (CDMA). An algorithm for generating such codes is21
presented as well as the adopted imaging sequence. The22
proposed method has been compared in simulations to23
other coded excitation schemes and showed significant24
increase in the signal-to-noise ratio of sparse arrays with25
no correlation artifacts and no frame rate reduction. The26
gain in signal-to-noise ratio compared to the case where27
no coded excitation is used was around 41.28dB and the28
contrast was also improved by 29dB while the resolution29
was unchanged.30

Index Terms—3D ultrasound, Complete complementary31
codes, Signal-to-noise ratio, Sparse arrays.32

I. INTRODUCTION33

W ITH three-dimensional ultrasound (3D US) imaging34

systems a full representation of the 3D anatomy is35

obtained allowing the clinician to access volumetric information36

in the observed scene (anatomy, flow,...). Conventionally, these37

systems use 2D matrix arrays to acquire images of the whole38

region of interest (ROI). With common sequences, scanning39
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the ROI requires an individual control of each element of the 40

array to steer the ultrasound (US) beam in both the elevation and 41

lateral directions. Moreover, to produce images with good lateral 42

resolution and contrast, 2D matrix arrays should be large enough 43

while maintaining the pitch distance between array elements in 44

both directions to one half of the wavelength (λ/2) [1], [2]. To 45

satisfy these conditions, several thousand small-sized elements 46

are required. For example, to have the same lateral resolution 47

as a 128-element linear array, a 2-D matrix array consisting 48

of 128× 128 = 16, 384 elements is needed. Manufacturing an 49

array with several thousands of elements is very complex and 50

costly. As such arrays require as many channels as elements 51

to be driven, it increases the complexity of the electronics 52

controlling the array and the size of the connection cable. Several 53

solutions have been proposed in the literature to overcome these 54

limitations, including row-column addressing (RCA) [3], [4], 55

[5], [6], [7], micro-beamforming [8], [9], [10], [11], and channel 56

multiplexing [12], [13]. 57

The RCA approach considers an N×N matrix array as an 58

orthogonal set of N rows and N columns. An entire row or 59

column is addressed instead of a single element and one is used 60

for transmit while the other is used for receive. The number 61

of channels required is then reduced to 2N instead of N2. 62

However, due to element elongation, electronic apodization is 63

not possible as there is no electronic control along the length 64

of each element [14]. Another limitation of RCA is that the 65

array can only scan a ROI of the size of the aperture [15]. 66

Microbeamforming is another solution that aims to reduce the 67

cables and the amount of transferred data from the array to the 68

scanner. Using application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC), 69

signals from a sub-aperture of elements are pre-beamformed 70

directly in the probe and the reduced number of signals are sent 71

through the cable to the scanner. Even though this can allow 72

the control of thousands of elements using a reduced number 73

of channels, the integration of such computational power in 74

the probe requires active cooling which make designing such 75

probes more complex and expensive [16], [17], [18]. Finally, 76

the channel multiplexing techniques, a subset of elements is 77

controlled by the same channel using a multiplexer. These arrays 78

require fewer channels but they suffer from a lack of flexibility to 79

address the elements of the full array, as only a subset of elements 80

can be connected during transmission and reception [19], [20]. 81
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In this work we will focus on another solution known as sparse82

arrays originally described in [21] and recently reviewed in [17].83

The sparse arrays approach tackles the limitations associated84

with the large number of elements of 2D matrix arrays by85

optimally distributing a reduced number of elements over the86

aperture of the array, allowing the use of a reduced number87

of channels. In order to have images with decent quality, the88

number of elements and the way they are distributed over the89

aperture must produce a beam pattern with a thin resolution and90

a low grating-lobes level (GLL) and side-lobes level (SLL). To91

reduce the GLL, random sparse arrays were introduced [17],92

[21], [22], [23]. By randomly distributing the elements over the93

aperture of the array, the constructive interference responsible94

for the appearance of grating lobes due to periodicity are sup-95

pressed, however, the level of secondary lobes is still high which96

degrades the image quality [21]. Another approach consists in97

using stochastic methods to optimize the parameters (positions,98

apodization weights,...) of sparse arrays elements. An energy99

function based on the beam pattern (limiting GLL and SLL)100

is used to search for the best configuration among very large101

number of candidate solutions using a simulated annealing [24],102

[25], [26], [27], [28] or a genetic algorithm [29], [30], [31]. The103

obtained arrays are referred to as optimized sparse arrays. Due to104

the high computational cost required to design optimized sparse105

arrays, aperiodic arrays have been proposed such as Fermat’s106

spiral array [1], [32]. This array offers very good performances107

in terms of GLL and inherits rotational symmetry which is ideal108

for 3D US imaging [17]. After defining the aperture size, the109

elements distribution of the Fermat’s spiral array is only defined110

by the divergence angle and the total number of elements which111

make the array ideal for rapid testing and simulations. To reduce112

even further the GLL while increasing the array sensitivity,113

a density tapered Fermat’s spiral array was proposed in [16]114

following the works in [33] for antenna design.115

The main issue of sparse arrays lies in the need for elements116

to be small to have a wide directivity, especially when imaging117

with sequences such as synthetic transmit aperture (STA). This118

implies that the elements need to emit with low energy and119

receive with poor sensitivity, which leads in the end to poor120

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [25]. In contrast, large elements121

produce more energy, but at the cost of a more directional122

ultrasonic beam. Voxels of the 3D image are then insonified123

by fewer elements, which reduces the imaging quality (i.e.,124

reduced resolution, contrast). In [34], a sparse array having large125

elements and large divergence of each element through the use126

of a lens was introduced. Although, the use of a lens helps127

improving the divergence of the large elements, it may reduce128

the SNR as it spreads the acoustical energy over a broader region.129

In this article, we propose the use of coded excitation in order130

to increase even further the SNR of sparse arrays.131

The SNR is proportional to the amount of transmitted energy.132

In order to increase the SNR, longer excitation pulses may133

be used, however, increasing the duration of the pulse affects134

severely the axial resolution. Coded excitation is another tech-135

nique usually used to increase the transmitted energy. It was first136

introduced for radar systems [35] and then applied to ultrasound137

imaging [36], [37], [38], [39], [40]. This technique consists of138

transmitting a long coded pulses to the medium and using a 139

pulse compression step in receive to compress the energy which 140

increase the SNR without affecting resolution. In the literature, 141

various coded excitation schemes have been proposed in medical 142

ultrasound imaging and can be divided into two categories: 143

frequency modulated schemes and phase modulated schemes. 144

For frequency modulated schemes, the most popular tech- 145

nique is using linear frequency modulated chirps [37], [38], 146

[41], [42], [43], [44], [45]. In a linear chirp, the instantaneous 147

frequency is linearly changing over time allowing a linear sweep 148

of the whole bandwidth of the transducer. The two important 149

parameters of a chirp are its duration and the swept bandwidth. 150

Although chirps have been proved to increase the SNR in 151

ultrasound imaging, this technique suffers from compression 152

sidelobes that can be as high as −13 dB which severely affects 153

the contrast. Mismatched filtering can be used to reduce the 154

compression sidelobes level to around −40 dB at the expense 155

of degrading the axial resolution, but they can still be visible 156

in images because a dynamic range of 60 dB or more is typi- 157

cally used in ultrasound imaging [39]. Different from frequency 158

modulated schemes, phase modulation schemes use binary se- 159

quences that are modulated by a pulse at the central frequency 160

of the transducer where a +1 corresponds to 0◦ phase and −1 161

corresponds to a 180◦ phase. One of the most popular binary 162

sequences used in medical ultrasound are complementary Golay 163

codes [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51]. They consist of a pair of 164

binary sequences that have opposite sidelobes signs which are 165

suppressed by addition of the two compressed signals. However, 166

the pair of sequences are not orthogonal, hence two separate 167

successive transmissions are necessary which lowers the frame 168

rate by a factor of two. Alternatively, spatial coding methods 169

such as Hadamard encoding can be used to increase the SNR. 170

In Hadamard encoding, each element of the array will transmit 171

a pulse weighted by a coefficient from the Hadamard matrix 172

and the received signals are then decoded using the inverse 173

Hadamard matrix [52], [53], [54], [55]. Hadamard encoding 174

was also shown to improve SNR and penetration depth of plane 175

wave imaging without sacrificing the frame-rate [56], [57]. As 176

stated in [58], this type of encoding can also be combined with 177

modulated sequences to further increase the SNR. 178

Here, we propose a new coded excitation scheme based on 179

complete complementary codes (CCC) that increases the SNR 180

of sparse arrays while suppressing the axial sidelobes and main- 181

taining the frame rate unchanged. They were proposed for the 182

first time by Suehiro et al. [59] as an extension of the comple- 183

mentary sets proposed in [60] by reaching the upper bound limit 184

(i.e. M ≤ N). As it will be further discussed, reaching this upper 185

bound is of particular interest for US imaging as it minimizes 186

the number of required firing. The CCC are often referred to 187

as (M,N,L)-CCC since they are composed of M sets of N 188

binary sequences of length L (i.e., the number of symbols in 189

each sequence is fixed to L). Indeed, these CCC evolved from 190

the Golay codes by, 1) extending the number of sequences in 191

each set (from two to N ), and 2) extending the number of sets 192

(from one to M ). Thus, they have the advantages that the sum of 193

the auto-correlations of sequences in each set is zero except for 194

zero shift (i.e., delta impulse) and the sum of cross-correlations 195
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of sequences at the same index between any two distinct sets196

is zero for all shifts. However, the (N,N,N2)-CCC that they197

proposed in [59] using N-Shift cross-orthogonal sequences were198

relatively long (N2). Interestingly, this construction was later199

improved by the authors of [61] to construct (M,N,MN)-CCC200

and (N,N,MN)-CCC with (M,N ∈ Z+; M≤N). Hence, the201

required number of symbols in the sequences decreased from202

N2 to MN, and it was even further reduced to MN/P with a203

method for generating (N,N,MN/P)-CCC with (M,N,P ∈204

Z+; M,P≤N) [62]. A review article analyzing the applica-205

tions of CCC can be found in [63]. For ultrasound imaging,206

having CCC with shorter sequences offers the possibility to207

transmit shorter excitation signals. Because of their ideal cor-208

relation properties, CCC codes have been extensively applied209

in Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA) [64], [65], [66]210

and Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [67], [68], [69]211

systems.To the authors knowledge, this work is the first im-212

plementation of CCC in medical ultrasound. The authors also213

believe that they are well adapted for 3D ultrasound imaging with214

sparse arrays, since they offer the possibility of transmitting with215

all the elements while using STA beamforming. Although, using216

conventional focused transmission with sparse arrays gives bet-217

ter SNR than conventional STA, the number of transmissions218

required to reconstruct the 3D volume is quite large since a219

focused transmission event is required for each volume line.220

II. METHODS221

A. Mathematical Framework222

Let s1 = (s1(1), s1(2), . . . , s1(L)) and s2 = (s2(1), s2(2),...,223

s2(L)) be two sequences of length L, where each symbol can224

be +1 or −1. The aperiodic correlation function is defined as225

follows on τ ∈ [1− L,L− 1] :226

Rs1,s2
(τ) =

+∞∑
t=−∞

s1(t)s2(t+ τ)∗, (1)

where s2(t+ τ)∗ denotes the complex conjugate of s2(t+ τ). If227

s1 �= s2, (1) is called the cross-correlation function of s1 and s2228

and, if s1 = s2 = s, it is the auto-correlation function denoted229

by Rs(τ) and Es = Rs(0) is called the energy of s.230

Letting C1 = [s1,1, s1,2, . . . , s1,N] and C2 = [s2,1,231

s2,2, . . . , s2,N] be two indexed sets of N sequences of length232

L. Each set is called an (N,L)-sequence set. The correlation233

between the two (N,L)-sequence set is defined by the following234

sum :235

RC1,C2(τ) =
N∑

n=1

Rs1,n,s2,n
(τ). (2)

If C1 = C2 then (2) sums the N auto-correlations of sequences236

of the same set; otherwise, if C1 �= C2 it sums the N cross-237

correlations between sequences with the same index n in the238

two sets.239

An (N,L)-Complementary set Ci is defined as an (N,L)-240

sequence set whose auto-correlation sum RCi(τ), is zero except241

for the zero shift : 242

RCi(τ) = ECiδ(τ) (3)

Where ECi is the energy of Ci and δ(τ) is the Kronecker’s delta 243

function. 244

A collection of M (N,L)-sequence sets C = [C1, C2, . . . , CM] 245

represent a (M,N,L)-sequence family with family size M sub- 246

ject to M ≤ N. A (M,N,L)-sequence family C is called a Com- 247

plete Complementary Code (CCC) denoted by (M,N,L)-CCC 248

if the two following conditions are satisfied : 249

1) For every i ∈ [1,M], we have : 250

RCi(τ) = ECiδ(τ) (4)

2) For every i, j ∈ [1,M], i �= j : 251

RCi,Cj (τ) = 0 (5)

The first condition implies that the sum of the auto- 252

correlations in each sequence set is zero except for the 253

zero shift where it equals ECi . This means that each se- 254

quence set Ci must be an (N,L)-Complementary set. The 255

second condition implies that, given any two different sets, 256

the sum of the cross-correlations between sequences at the 257

same index is zero at all shifts. In this case, the two sets 258

are then called, cross-complementary sets. Consequently, an 259

(M,N,L)-sequence family is called (M,N,L)-CCC, if all the 260

M sets are(N,L)-Complementary set and any distinct pair of 261

which are cross complementary sets. 262

For example, if M = 2, N = 2 and L = 4 the correspond- 263

ing (2, 2, 4)-CCC C = (C1, C2) = ((s1,1, s1,2), (s2,1, s2,2)) is 264

given by : 265

s1,1 = (+ ++−) s1,2 = (+−++)

s2,1 = (+ +−+) s2,2 = (+−−−)

Where + denotes +1 and − denotes −1. Then the auto- 266

correlation sum of C1 and the auto-correlation sum of C2 267

are : 268

RC1(τ) = Rs1,1
(τ) +Rs1,2

(τ)

= (−1, 0, 1, 4, 1, 0,−1) + (1, 0,−1, 4,−1, 0, 1)

= (0, 0, 0, 8, 0, 0, 0)

269

RC2(τ) = Rs2,1
(τ) +Rs2,2

(τ)

= (1, 0,−1, 4,−1, 0, 1) + (−1, 0, 1, 4, 1, 0,−1)

= (0, 0, 0, 8, 0, 0, 0)

And the sum of cross-correlation between C1 and C2 is given 270

by : 271

RC1,C2(τ) = Rs1,1,s2,1
(τ) +Rs1,2,s2,2

(τ)

= (−1, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 1) + (1, 0,−3, 0,−1, 0,−1)

= (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
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B. Construction of Complete Complementary Codes272

Because of their interesting correlation properties, many re-273

searchers have tried to develop CCC construction algorithms.274

Among those methods, we have decided to use the one proposed275

in [62] to generate an (N,N,MN/P)-CCC because it allows276

generating CCC with short sequences length.277

As it was proposed in [62], unitary matrices are used in order278

to generate a (N,N,MN/P)-CCC. An N×N matrix UN is279

called unitary if it satisfies UNU
t
N = U t

NUN = IN, where IN280

denotes the N×N identity matrix. A good candidate for the281

unitary matrix is the Hadamard matrix which is the one used282

in this article. Additionally, P and M values must be chosen so283

that P divide into N, and M divide into N/P. After choosing284

the M, N and P values for the desired (N,N,MN/P)-CCC, the285

construction method is divided into four steps :286

1) We split column-wise a Hadamard matrix of size N/P×287

N/P intoN/(MP)matricesA1, A2, . . . , AN/(MP) of size288

N/P×M (Ai is the i-th block of M columns of A).289

2) Then, a matrix D of size N2/P2 ×MN/P can be con-290

structed as follows :291

D =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(B ⊗ C).Diag(V ec(A1))

(B ⊗ C).Diag(V ec(A2))
...

(B ⊗ C).Diag(V ec(AN/MP ))

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6)

with, B and C two Hadamard matrices of respective size292

M × M and N/P × N/P and with, ⊗ the Kronecker293

product,. the matrix multiplication, Diag the diagonal294

operator and V ec the vectorization operator.295

3) We construct a new matrix H of size N/P × MN2/P2296

by concatenating the rows of the i-th block of N/P rows297

of D to form a single row Hi of H :298

H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

H1

H2

.

HN/P

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,Hi = [d1+ri , d2+ri , . . . , dN/P+ri ]

(7)
where an indexed d is a single row of D and ri = (i−299

1)N/P with i ∈ [1, N/P ].300

4) The final (N,N,MN/P)-CCC matrix C of size N ×301

MN2/P is obtained with the Kronecker product of a302

Hadamard matrix E of size P × P with matrix H :303

C = E ⊗H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
C1
C2
.

CN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
s1,1 s1,2 . . . s1,N

s2,1 s2,2 . . . s2,N

. . . . . .

sN,1 sN,2 . . . sN,N

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
(8)

Where each of the N rows of the C matrix corresponds to304

a set of N sequences and each entry si,j is a sequence of305

length MN/P. The code used to generate CCC, including test306

functions was implemented in MATLAB and is provided pub-307

licly through a github repository (https://github.com/Tamraoui/308

CompleteComplementaryCodes).309

C. Imaging Method 310

To increase the SNR of 3D sparse arrays, a CCC excita- 311

tion scheme is applied to the STA imaging sequence. Unlike 312

Conventional STA, all the elements transmit simultaneously N 313

times. Instead of transmitting the same short pulse, each i-th 314

element transmits the sequence si,j during the j-th transmission 315

event. So, in this coded excitation scheme, all the elements trans- 316

mit a different sequence picked from the (N,N,MN/P)-CCC 317

matrix C at each transmission event. After the N transmissions 318

and thanks to the ideal auto-correlation and cross-correlation 319

properties of CCC, the received signals are then decoded without 320

any mutual interference. Hence, we recover the full STA dataset 321

as would yield the standard STA approach under the assumption 322

of an ideal, linear, propagation medium, but with much higher 323

SNR. 324

More precisely, (8) shows that C is composed of N sequence 325

sets Ci with i = (1, 2, . . . , N). And each set Ci containsN binary 326

sequences si,j with j = (1, 2, . . . , N). Each binary sequence 327

has lengthMN/P. In the proposed coded excitation scheme each 328

of the N transducer elements will be assigned a sequence set Ci, 329

thus element 1 is assigned the set C1, element 2 is assigned the 330

set C2 and so on. Since each set is composed of N sequences, to 331

make profit of the ideal auto-correlation and cross-correlation 332

properties of CCC, all the sequences need to be transmitted 333

requiring N transmit events to be made. In each transmit event, 334

all the elements are activated simultaneously and each one of 335

them will transmit the sequence si,j from the assigned set Ci. 336

As depicted in Fig. 1, the transmission scheme works as fol- 337

lows: in transmit event 1, element 1 transmits the sequence s1,1, 338

element 2 transmits the sequence s2,1 and element N transmits 339

the sequence sN,1. In the second transmit event, element 1 trans- 340

mits the sequences1,2, element 2 transmits the sequences2,2 and 341

element N transmits the sequence sN,2. And the transmit events 342

continue until the last transmit event during which element 1 343

transmits the sequence s1,N, element 2 transmits the sequence 344

s2,N and element N transmits the sequence sN,N. 345

In practice, the binary (N,N,MN/P)-CCC sequences can not 346

be used directly to drive the transducer because the spectrum of 347

a binary code is much wider than the transducer bandwidth. In- 348

stead of a direct sequence transmission, a modulation is applied 349

to make good use of the transducer bandwidth and maximize 350

the transmitted energy: before transmission, a binary phase shift 351

keying (BPSK) modulation is used to make each sequence 352

bandwidth match the bandwidth of the transducer. In (BPSK) 353

each code bit is modulated with a pulse at the central frequency 354

of the transducer with an integer number of cycles and a phase 355

of 0◦ for a +1 bit and a phase of 180◦ for a −1 bit. The 356

modulation and its effect on the spectrum of a 16-bit binary 357

(1,−1, 1, 1, 1,−1,−1,−1, 1,−1, 1, 1,−1, 1, 1, 1) sequence is 358

illustrated in Fig. 2. Each bit is modulated by a 1 cycle sine 359

wave at a frequency of 7MHz. 360

In order to recover the STA dataset as if the elements had 361

transmitted one at a time, the received RF signals (recall that 362

all elements are receiving after each transmission events) need 363

to be decoded. In order to recover the data of the i-th element, 364

the RF signals received after each simultaneous transmit event 365

https://github.com/Tamraoui/CompleteComplementaryCodes
https://github.com/Tamraoui/CompleteComplementaryCodes
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Fig. 1. Principal of STA imaging transmission scheme using (N,N,MN/P)-CCC.

Fig. 2. Modulation of a 16-bit binary code (top) and its corresponding
frequency response plotted against the response of the transducer and
an unmodulated binary code (bottom).

are correlated with the sequence si,j that was transmitted by the366

i-th element in that specific event (the j-th) and then summed367

together. Fig. 3 illustrates the decoding process for the i-th ele-368

ment. In other words, the received RF signals after each transmit369

event are correlated with the sequences of the set Ci assigned to370

the i-th element. And since the sum of the auto-correlations of371

sequences in same set is a delta function (4) and the sum of the372

cross-correlations between each two sets is zero (5), summing373

the correlated RF signals will ensure that only the RF signals374

Fig. 3. Decoding block of the received RF data to retrieve the STA
dataset.

from the i-th transmitter are kept with higher SNR and the RF 375

signals from all the other transmitters are eliminated when ideal, 376

linear, propagation medium is considered. 377

III. RESULTS 378

A. Simulation Setup 379

For simulation, a 256 elements Fermat’s spiral array with a 380

golden divergence angle and a 50% Tukey window density ta- 381

pering was constructed following the methods proposed in [16]. 382

It is illustrated in Fig. 4. We considered a central frequency of 383

7 MHz with a −6 dB fractional bandwidth of 96% for each 384

transducer element and an aperture of 15 mm diameter with 385

square elements of size 1.5 λ, with λ being the wavelength. 386

A summary of the parameters of the array are listed in Table 387

I. Simulations were carried out using the Field II ultrasound 388

simulation software [70], [71]. Frequency dependent attenuation 389

was not accounted for in the simulations in order to test the codes 390

in ideal propagations conditions and to verify the theoretically 391

expected SNR gains. As mentioned in [72], frequency dependent 392
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Fig. 4. 256 elements spiral array used in the simulations.

TABLE I
SPARSE ARRAY PARAMETERS

attenuation affects the received signals and the output of the393

matched filter does not correspond to the autocorrelation of the394

coded sequence which in turns reduces the SNR gains. Even if395

not tested in this study, many approaches have been considered in396

order to reduce the effect of attenuation during decoding [44],397

[73], [74], [75]. The performance of the proposed CCC STA398

in increasing the SNR was compared with the Hadamard STA,399

Chirp STA, Golay STA, combined Hadamard-Chirp STA and400

combined Hadamard-Golay STA. An additive white Gaussian401

noise was generated according to the bandwidth of the transducer402

using a pass-band filter and added to Conventional STA RF data.403

The same type and level of noise was also added to the RF data404

simulated with the coded excitation techniques before decoding405

and beamforming.406

For a 256 elements spiral array, an (256, 256, 64)-CCC was407

generated. The generated CCC contains 256 sets, each one is408

composed of 256 binary sequences. Each element of the array409

is assigned a set of 256 sequences. To make profit of the ideal410

auto-correlation and cross-correlation properties of CCC during411

decoding, all the sequences need to be transmitted, therefore,412

256 transmissions are required. Binary sequences of lengths413

64 bits were used during the simulations. The sequences were414

modulated by a 1 cycle, Hanning weighted sine wave at 7 MHz415

with a sampling frequency of 100 MHz giving excitation signals 416

of duration 9 μs. 417

Conventional STA was simulated using a short pulse of 418

0.14 μs. The pulse is a 1 cycle, Hanning weighted sine wave 419

at 7 MHz. For Hadamard STA a 256 order Hadamard matrix 420

is required. In each transmission, elements are excited with 421

the same short pulse used for Conventional STA but weighted 422

by a coefficient from the corresponding row of the Hadamard 423

matrix. The inverse of the Hadamard matrix is used for decod- 424

ing. For Chirp STA, a chirp with a duration of 9 μs tapered 425

by a Tukey window was used. The swept bandwidth of the 426

chirp was chosen as 7 MHz which is slightly larger than the 427

transducer’s bandwidth (6.75 MHz) as suggested by [39], in 428

order to minimize the effect of the convolution between the 429

transducer impulse response and the excitation signal. The 430

compression was done using a mismatched filter with Hanning 431

window to reduce side-lobes level. For Golay STA, a comple- 432

mentary Golay pair of length 64 bits was generated which will 433

give two complementary excitation signals of same duration 434

(9 μs) after bandwidth matching. The same parameters of the 435

Hadamard STA, Chirp STA and Golay STA codes were used for 436

combined Hadamard-Chirp STA and Hadamard-Golay STA. 437

The performance of the coded excitation methods was quanti- 438

fied using the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and the contrast 439

ratio (CR). To assess the PSNR, a point spread functions (PSFs) 440

phantom composed of 5 scatterers was simulated.The scatterers 441

have been axially placed in front of the transducer starting from 442

20mm to 60mmby a step of 10mmbetween each two scatterers 443

Fig. 5(a). The PSNR was then calculated on the beamformed 444

images using the following formula [53]: 445

(PSNR)dB = 20log10

(
max(Sscat)

σnoise

)
(9)

Where max(Sscat) is the peak signal of the scatterer and 446

σnoise is the root mean square of the noise at the same depth as 447

the scatterer. 448

To assess the CR, a 3D phantom of size 15 × 15 × 10mm 449

(xyz) containing an anechoic spherical cyst placed at depth of 450

35mm with a diameter of 8mm was used. For computational 451

limitation, to imitate a real 3D phantom only XZ, YZ and XY 452

planes were generated with randomly distributed scatterers Fig. 453

8(a). In each plane, grating lobes coming from scatterers placed 454

in the other planes will be visible inside the anechoic inclusion. 455

In order to have a fully developed speckle 10 scatterers per 456

resolution cell was chosen with Gaussian distributed amplitudes. 457

The contrast was then calculated as follows : 458

(CR)dB = 20log10

(
μcyst

μbck

)
(10)

Where μcyst and μbck are the mean image intensities respec- 459

tively inside the cyst and in the surrounding background. 460

B. PSFs Phantom Results 461

The simulated PSFs images obtained with Conventional STA 462

and the different coded excitation techniques are shown in 463

Fig. 5. The 5 scatterers have been axially placed in front of the 464

transducer starting from 20mm to 60mm by a step of 10mm 465
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Fig. 5. Simulated beamformed PSFs (a) images obtained with (b) Conventional STA, (c) Hadamard STA, (d) Chirp STA, (e) Golay STA,
(f) Hadamard-Chirp STA, (g) Hadamard-Golay STA, (h) proposed CCC STA.

Fig. 6. Axial line plots of the scatterer at the depth of 30mm for the
different excitation schemes.

Fig. 7. PSNR for the compared excitation schemes as a function of
depth of the 5 scatterers.

between each two scatterers. All of the images have a dynamic 466

range of −60 dB and were simulated with an excitation signal 467

of 9μs duration for the coded excitation schemes and a noise 468

condition of −45 dB SNR on the RF data. This noise condition 469

does not seem realistic, especially that only one element is used 470

during each transmit event in the case of Conventional STA, 471

but it was chosen to make sure that the noise will be vis- 472

ible in the images to demonstrate the ability of CCC STA 473

to increase the SNR compared to the other coded excitation 474

methods. 475

The image produced by the Conventional STA is very noisy 476

which makes it difficult to differentiate the scatterers from the 477

noise because of the low SNR of sparse arrays. Compared to the 478

Conventional STA image, it is visually clear that all the coded 479

excitation schemes lowered the noise in the images, confirming 480

the ability of coded excitation to improve the SNR. In spite 481

of a strong noise reduction, the background remains slightly 482

noisy in the cases of a first group made of those three methods: 483

Hadamard STA, Chirp STA and (to a lower extent) Golay STA. 484

On the contrary, a higher SNR improvement is achieved in the 485

case of this second group of methods (Hadamard-Chirp STA, 486

Hadamard-Golay STA, CCC STA): the noise seems to be com- 487

pletely removed from the images. As expected, in Fig. 5(f), axial 488

side lobes are visible especially around the scatterers close to 489

the transducer, however, they are less visible around scatterers 490

at greater distance due to depth-dependent attenuation, but they 491

are still around −40 dB compared to the amplitude of the main 492

lobe. 493

To further demonstrate the results, Fig. 6 shows an ax- 494

ial line plot over the scatterer placed at 30 mm. As previ- 495

ously, the compared coded excitation techniques cluster into 496

two groups: with the first group (Hadamard STA, Chirp STA, 497

Golay STA), the background noise level is about 20 dB below 498

to the one of Conventional STA. With the second group of meth- 499

ods (Hadamard-Chirp STA, Hadamard-Golay STA, CCC STA), 500
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Fig. 8. Simulated beamformed cyst phantom (a) images obtained with (b) Conventional STA(CR = −6 dB), (c) Hadamard STA(CR = −28.52 dB),
(d) Chirp STA(CR = −27.60 dB), (e) Golay STA(CR = −30.11 dB), (f) Hadamard-Chirp STA(CR = −35.77 dB), (g) Hadamard-Golay STA(CR =
–35.90 dB), (h) proposed CCC STA(CR = −35.88 dB).

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE −6dB AXIAL RESOLUTION COMPUTED ON THE

SCATTERER AT DEPTH 30mm

an improvement of about 40 dB was achieved. Table II pro-501

vides a comparison of FWHM axial resolution calculated on502

the 30 mm placed scatterer. In accordance with what can be503

visually seen in Fig. 6, the table shows that compared to504

Conventional STA where an axial resolution of 0.16mm was505

obtained, Hadamard STA, Golay STA, Hadamard-Golay STA506

and CCC STA coded methods did not affect the axial resolution507

while a degradation has been observed in the case of Chirp STA508

and Hadamard-Chirp STA where a value of 0.26mm was ob-509

tained.510

Furthermore, Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the PSNRs com-511

puted on each of the 5 axially placed scatterers displayed in512

the images of Fig. 5. When comparing to Conventional STA,513

the gain in SNR is constant as a function of depth regard-514

less of the method used since frequency dependent attenua-515

tion was not considered. Again, we distinguish two groups of516

performing methods. On the one hand, Hadamard STA shows517

a gain of around 24 dB, and both Chirp STA and Golay STA518

yield around 21 dB of SNR gain. On the other hand, the519

Hadamard-Chirp STA and Hadamard-Golay STA reaches an520

SNR gain of 44.23 dB and 43.71 dB respectively and our521

proposed CCC STA achieves a slightly lower performance of522

41.28 dB SNR gain. In addition, Table III provides a summary523

of the SNR gains obtained by all the compared methods along524

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE SNR GAINS OBTAINED (ON PSFS PHANTOM) WITH

VARIOUS DURATION OF THE EXCITATION SIGNALS

with the theoretical expected gains. We discuss these results in 525

Section IV. 526

C. Cyst Phantom Results 527

To assess the effect of coded excitation on the contrast, 528

B-mode images of 3D cyst phantom were simulated with 529

the different methods under a −25 dB SNR noise condition 530

on the RF data. We have chosen a different SNR condition 531

for the cyst phantom compared to the PSFs phantom in order 532

for the anechoic inclusion to be visible. The energy coming 533

from all the scatterers of the cysts is very large compared to 534

the PSFs phantom where we only have 5 scatterers and if the 535

same SNR condition was chosen the quantity of noise would 536

be important making the anechoic inclusion invisible. In Fig. 8, 537

since the spiral array inherits rotational symmetry, slices in the 538

XZ plane from the full 3D reconstructed volume are shown with 539

a dynamic range of −60 dB. It can be observed that the quality 540

of the reconstructed images improves by using coded excitation 541

compared to Conventional STA. The Conventional STA image 542

is highly degraded by noise making it hard to differentiate 543

the cyst from the background. In the case of Hadamard STA, 544

Chirp STA and Golay STA, the quality of the images has been 545
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improved but artifacts are still present inside the anechoic in-546

clusion because the noise has not been completely removed.547

However, the proposed CCC STA, Hadamard-Chirp STA and548

Hadamard-Golay STA achieve better images quality and the549

level of artifacts inside the anechoic inclusion has been highly550

reduced.551

These qualitative results are validated quantitatively by the552

computed CR values reported in Fig. 8. Conventional STA have553

the worst CR value compared to the other methods with a554

value of −6 dB. Hadamard STA, Chirp STA and Golay STA555

achieve CR values of −28.52 dB, −27.60 dB and −30.11 dB,556

respectively. Thanks to the high SNR gains, the proposed557

CCC STA, Hadamard-Chirp STA and Hadamard-Golay STA558

present a similar CR with a value around −35 dB.559

IV. DISCUSSION560

To our knowledge, this study is the first use of complete com-561

plementary codes to increase SNR for sparse array 3D ultrasound562

imaging. We compared with five well-known coded excitations563

schemes (Hadamard STA, Chirp STA, Golay STA and a com-564

bined Hadamard-Chirp STA and Hadamard-Golay STA).565

Great care was taken to ensure a fair comparison between the566

different techniques by, 1) using excitation signals with the same567

duration and, 2) adding the same noise level to the received RF568

signals before decoding. However, for Conventional STA and569

Hadamard STA short pulses were used (Table II) since those570

methods have no pulse compression step in reception. To assess571

the SNR improvement using coded excitation, the noise was572

generated within the array bandwidth using a pass-band filter to573

obtain after filtering, a −45 dB SNR on the Conventional STA574

RF signals, for PSFs phantom simulations and, −25 dB, for cyst575

phantom simulations. Then, the same noise was added to the RF576

signals of the other coded excitation techniques before decoding.577

Theoretically, when comparing Conventional STA578

with Hadamard STA, an SNR gain of 10 log10(N) =579

10 log10(256) = 24 dB is expected, where N is the number580

of transmissions. The simulation results from Table III and581

Fig. 7 shows a gain around 23.7 dB which is close to the582

theoretical value. The same trend was also observed in the583

case of Chirp STA, the expected SNR gain corresponds584

to the difference between the Time-Bandwidth product of585

the Chirp and the same computation for the short pulse :586

10(log10(9 ∗ 6.5)− log10(0.14 ∗ 7.7)) = 17.39 dB. However,587

from Table III it can be observed that the SNR gain for588

Chirp STA is around 20.8 dB which is 3 dB more than what589

was expected. This is due to the use of a mismatched filter in590

compression instead of a matched filter as was also observed591

in [45]. When using Golay STA an SNR gain of 20 dB is592

obtained that matches the theoretical expected value. In fact,593

the expected theoretical gain in SNR when using Golay codes is594

10 log10(N.L) = 10 log10(2 ∗ 64) = 21.07 dB, where N = 2595

is the number of transmissions required to transmit the two596

Golay complementary codes, and L = 64 is the length of each597

code. For the Hadamard-Chirp STA, Hadamard-Golay STA,598

and our proposed CCC STA methods, instead of using only one599

element in each transmission event, all the elements are used to600

transmit a long duration waveform: this increases the acoustic 601

energy delivered to the medium which explains the high SNR 602

gains observed for this group of methods (Table III and Fig. 7). 603

Theoretically, using the (N,N,MN/P)-CCC sequences, an 604

SNR gain of 10 log10(N.L) = 10 log10(256 ∗ 64) = 42.14 dB 605

is expected, where N = 256 is the number of transmission and 606

L = 64 is length of the binary sequences. This theoretical value 607

is close to the 41.28 dB gain reported in Table III. Combined 608

Hadamard-Golay STA gives a SNR gain of 43.7 dB which 609

is around 3 dB greater than the proposed CCC STA because 610

the transmission events are doubled: this comes at the cost 611

of frame rate divided by two. In a nutshell, the presented 612

results demonstrates the SNR improvement offered by the 613

simultaneous transmission of all the elements during each 614

transmission event. 615

Moreover, one of the limitations of using Chirps in coded 616

excitation is the degradation of the axial resolution and the 617

presence of axial side-lobes. Usually the compressed chirps have 618

axial side-lobes that severely affect the contrast, which can be 619

as high as −13 dB. The axial side-lobes level was reduced by 620

using a tapered chirp and a mismatched filter in compression at 621

the price of degrading the axial resolution as shown in Fig. 6 622

and Table II for Chirp STA and Hadamard-Chirp STA. The 623

axial side-lobes have been reduced to around −40 dB but the 624

main-lobe is broader compared to the other techniques. Even if 625

the axial side-lobes are reduced their presence is still observed 626

in the B-mode cyst images as shown in Figs. 5(f) and 8(f). 627

The artifacts inside the anechoic inclusion are more important 628

in the case of Chirp STA and Combined Hadamard-Chirp STA 629

especially in the interface with background speckle. However, 630

in the proposed CCC STA, the axial resolution is not affected 631

since each bit of the sequences was modulated by a 1 cy- 632

cle sine pulse which matches with the short pulse used for 633

Conventional STA and Hadamard STA. The same thing can be 634

said for Golay STA and Hadamard-Golay STA. Thanks to to 635

the ideal auto-correlation and cross-correlation properties of 636

the binary (N,N,MN/P)-CCC sequences that we used and the 637

ideal, linear, propagation medium consideration, no axial side 638

lobes are present as can be seen in Figs. 5(h) and 8(h). Although 639

they are not visible in Fig. 5 especially in the images where the 640

noise has been reduced since they appear outside the beam- 641

formed region, lateral grating lobes were not affected by coded 642

excitation since they highly depend on the distribution of the 643

sparse array elements. This can be confirmed in Fig. 8(f), (g), and 644

(h), where grating lobes coming from scatterers in the planes YZ 645

and XY are visible in the middle of the anechoic inclusion. The 646

artifacts distribution shows no significant difference between 647

Hadamard-Chirp STA, Hadamard-Golay STA and CCC STA. 648

Furthermore, the disadvantage of using Golay codes is that 649

512 transmission events are required rather than 256. In fact, 650

Golay STA and combined Hadamard-Golay STA uses two com- 651

plementary codes that need to be transmitted one after another by 652

each element of the array. This is because the two codes are not 653

orthogonal, so in order to avoid cross-correlation interference 654

two separate transmissions are required. Transmitting the two 655

codes separately helps yielding a better SNR but the frame 656

rate is divided by two compared to Conventional STA. With 657
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the proposed CCC STA, each element of the array is assigned658

a set of sequences from the (N,N,MN/P)-CCC used. Because659

the sets are cross complementary, simultaneous transmissions660

of the sequences are possible without cross-correlation inter-661

ference during decoding. This requires only 256 transmissions662

to be made to increase the SNR while keeping the frame rate663

unchanged.664

The main goal of this work was to introduce the theory665

of the CCC STA and verify that the improvement of the666

SNR with the 2D sparse arrays matches with the theoreti-667

cal expected value and compare it with other coded excita-668

tion schemes. The proposed method gives very similar SNR669

gains compared to combined Hadamard-Chirp STA and com-670

bined Hadamard-Golay STA with the advantages of a better671

resolution as reported in Table II and the absence of corre-672

lation artifacts over Hadamard-Chirp STA and the advantage673

of maintaining the same frame rate as Conventional STA over674

Hadamard-Golay STA.675

When performing 3D US imaging with sparse arrays us-676

ing conventional focused transmissions, multiple elements are677

used to transmit and steer a focused beam at a certain depth.678

Therefore, they provide a higher SNR than Conventional STA679

where only one element is used during each transmission. This680

explains the poor image quality in Figs. 5(b) and 8(b). However,681

unlike Conventional STA, they require a very large number682

of transmissions in order to reconstruct the full 3D volume683

since a focused transmission is required for each scanline (e.g.684

100 × 100 scanlines). Additionally, the 3D images produced685

by conventional focused transmission methods have an optimal686

quality only at the depth of the transmit focus and degrades out687

of this depth. This highlights the advantages of using CCC with688

sparse arrays as they allow simultaneous transmission with all689

the elements which highly increases the SNR and produces 3D690

images focused in every voxel, while keeping the number of691

transmissions to be the same as in Conventional STA.692

Additionally, we have compared these three methods in terms693

of SNR gain relatively to the transmitted energy. The other694

methods were excluded from this comparison since they offer695

less SNR gains. The metric is simply the PSNR gain divided696

by the integral of the squared excitation signal (energy). Fig. 9697

shows the values of PSNR by transmitted signal energy (dB/J)698

as a function of depth with a 9 μs excitation duration. It can699

be seen that compared to combined Hadamard-Chirp STA and700

combined Hadamard-Golay STA the proposed CCC STA al-701

lows more SNR gain with less transmitted signal power.702

As with any coded excitation technique, one must take care703

of the sequence length used in CCC STA. In fact, from one side704

using long sequences increases the energy transmitted to the705

medium which in turn increases the SNR gain. However, on the706

other side, the problem of increasing the sequence length is that707

during transmission the transducer cannot receive echoes until708

all the bits of the sequence have been transmitted, increasing709

the dead zone area. Thanks to the (N,N,MN/P)-CCC codes710

one can construct sequences with a flexible length to adjust711

the ideally short dead zone. In this article, CCC of length 64712

bits with a dead zone area of 7mm were used, but shorter713

lengths are possible as long as M and P values are chosen714

correctly so that P divide into N, and M divide into N/P in715

Fig. 9. Comparison between the proposed CCC STA, Hadamard-
Chirp STA and Hadamard-Golay STA in terms of PSNR gain per trans-
mitted signal power.

order to obtain the desired MN/P length. Moreover, for a fixed 716

number of bits, the sequences can be made longer or shorter by 717

adjusting the number of cycles (e.g. half cycle, two cycles,...) 718

in the modulating pulse without affecting the ideal correlation 719

properties of the codes. Increasing the number of cycles will 720

produce more SNR gain since the code’s frequency response 721

will better fit in the transducer bandwidth allowing more energy 722

to be transferred, but at the expense of reducing a little bit the 723

axial resolution. 724

As commonly known, the transducer’s bandwidth plays a 725

significant role in the implementation and effectiveness of coded 726

excitation techniques in ultrasound imaging [76]. Sparse arrays 727

based on PZT have been developed in previous studies but they 728

suffer from a relatively low bandwidth. In [77], two prototype 729

2D spiral arrays were designed at center frequencies 2.5 MHz 730

(low-frequency) and 5 MHz (high-frequency) based piezoelec- 731

tric material built directly on printed circuit boards (PZT-on- 732

PCB). The measured −3 dB one-way bandwidth of the two 733

probes were 0.6± 0.3 MHz (26%± 13%) and 1.6± 0.6 MHz 734

(32%± 11%) respectively. While these bandwidths are suf- 735

ficient for fundamental mode imaging, they are too low for 736

contrast imaging at higher harmonics and are not optimal for 737

coded excitation. The poor impedance matching between the 738

PZT and the PCB resulted in significant reflections within the 739

PZT, thereby reducing the bandwidth of the probes. Currently, 740

we are collaborating with an ultrasound probe manufacturer for 741

the development of a PZT based spiral sparse array with a 60% 742

fractional bandwidth which allows more energy to be transmitted 743

when using CCC. Additionally, as proposed in [76], bit elon- 744

gation can be used to make the bandwidth of the CCC codes 745

narrower allowing it to be well contained within the transducer’s 746

bandwidth. As an alternative approach, CCC can be used with 747

Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasound Transducers (CMUT) 748

which are a promising alternative to PZT transducers as they 749

typically exhibit a large bandwidth with comparable and even 750

improved sensitivity, enabling the transmission and reception of 751

ultrasound waves over a broader range of frequencies [78], [79]. 752
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Additionally, simultaneously transmitting long sequences753

with all the elements of the probe may raise patient safety754

issues. The Mechanical Index (MI) and the Thermal Index (TI)755

are two metrics that regulate the safety limits of ultrasound756

systems. The MI is used to estimate potential bioeffects such757

as cavitation formation [80], and the TI is used as an indicator758

for possible tissue or probe damage caused by overheating [80],759

[81]. As stated in [82], the MI limit is often the dominating760

constraint when scanning the tissue with conventional focused761

beam. In our case, no focusing is performed which helps spread-762

ing the acoustic energy over the whole scanned tissue avoiding763

high peak pressures that can generate cavitation. The deriving764

voltage should also be decreased adequately with the length765

of the sequences to avoid temperature rise in both tissue and766

piezoelectric elements while keeping the thermal index at safe767

limits.This might of course reduce the theoretically achievable768

SNR improvement. Moreover, using low frequency probes can769

also help reducing the ultrasound absorption near the probe,770

hence limiting the tissue overheat in those areas, as well as using771

other probe technologies such as CMUTs which are less subject772

to heating.773

Another aspect that needs to be considered is the decoding step774

of the RF signals. To obtain the full decoded STA dataset, the775

RF signals need to be correlated with each transmitted sequence.776

Because (N,N,MN/P)-CCC have N sets of N sequences, N2777

correlations are required which can be time consuming for778

practical applications. In order to lessen the processing load of779

the decoding operation, instead of correlation in time domain,780

matrix multiplication is used in frequency domain by trans-781

forming the correlation operation into convolution operation,782

which reduces substantially the processing load of decoding.783

The optimization of the decoding process is considered in future784

works. In fact, with the (N,N,MN/P)-CCC sequences used,785

during different transmit events, some elements may transmit786

the same sequence with only a sign change (+1 become a −1787

and vice versa). This can be taken into advantage in order to788

reduce the number of correlations needed for the decoding by789

using simple addition and subtraction operations.790

Finally, thanks to their ideal correlation properties and flexible791

code length, the use of CCC is not only restricted to sparse arrays,792

it can be applied to 1D arrays for 2D ultrasound imaging and793

also non-destructive testing application.794

V. CONCLUSION795

In this study, a CCC STA excitation scheme based on796

(N,N,MN/P)-CCC has been proposed in order to increase the797

SNR of 2D sparse arrays with synthetic transmit aperture. Sim-798

ulations using the Field II software were conducted to validate799

that CCC, usually used in a CDMA context, can be adapted to an800

ultrasound imaging problem. Compared to Conventional STA,801

the proposed CCC STA increases the SNR of spiral sparse array802

of around 41 dB and enhances the image contrast by almost803

29 dB while maintaining the axial resolution and number of804

transmissions unchanged. Five other coded excitation schemes805

were compared to our method, enhancing again its ability pre-806

serve the axial resolution and frame rate. Future works will807

include an experimental validation of the proposed CCC STA 808

[83], [84], [85]. 809
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